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Bilateral Meetings

Tuesday 10:00 - 16:00

Description
The tourist agency SPIRIT OF REGIONS supports you during professional excursions and Company visits in the
Vulkanland region. The region has made its way from the border region of Southeastern Styria to the innovative model
region Vulkanland.
We see ourselves as ambassadors of the region with a lot of background knowledge. The tours are individually tailored
to your needs and organized.
 They include professional support, on request in your own language and the visit of glass manufacturers in various
industries, often agricultural innovations. The network of crafts, culinary and services inspires creative thinking in its
regional product language and design. The SPIRIT OF REGIONS team looks forward to talking with you

As ambassadors of the region, we provide background knowledge and use our knowledge to accompany your visit along
the trails of the volcanoes. For your tailor made journey to the volcano land we draw from a network with twenty years
of solid regional development, know about the legendary history, the finest manufactories in terms of craftsmanship
and culinary art, the most impressive sights and know how to open up extraordinary natural sites for especially
conscious guests according to ancient geomantic tradition.
Organization Type
Consultant, Other
Email
touren@spiritour.at
Country
Austria
City
Feldbach, Wieden 71 Google map
Areas of Activities

Food

http://www.spiritour.at
mailto:touren@spiritour.at
http://meet4businessagra2018.talkb2b.net/home/map?city=Feldbach&address=Wieden 71


Agriculture

Offer

Organisation of professional excursions to styrian VULKANLAND

The tourist agency SPIRIT OF REGIONS supports you during field trips and company outings in the Vulkanland region.
The region has made its way from the border region of Southeastern Styria to the innovative model region Vulkanland.
We see ourselves as ambassadors of the region with a lot of background knowledge. The tours are individually tailored
to your needs and organized.
They include professional support, on request in your own language and the visit of glass manufacturers in various
industries, often agricultural innovations. The network of crafts, culinary and services inspires creative thinking in its
regional product language and design. The SPIRIT OF REGIONS team looks forward to talking with you

Keywords:  Vulkanland    professional excursion    professional education of regions    agricultural
innovation    Vulcano    cross border cooperation   
Cooperation Offered

Outsourcing co-operation1.
Sales / Distribution2.
Other3.

Cooperation Requested

Outsourcing co-operation1.
Sales / Distribution2.


